Behind the Wheel

with J. F. Yager, Organization Director

Saying there was a great deal of responsibility in being a leader, J. F. Yager, Organization Director, said: "It is a fun responsibility." He further elaborated that it was a fun responsibility because it allowed him to work with others and contribute to the organization. The role required good communication skills and the ability to inspire and motivate others. He emphasized the importance of teamwork and collaboration in achieving goals.

Bureau to Add 8,000 Members in 1936 Effort

Farm Bureau and Community Exchanges Explain Their Aims

Another Centennial Year at Waldenwoods

Farmers Desert All Else to Watch Tractors Perform

Donkey and Elephant Symbols by Tom Nast

Farm Bureau to Make War Upon Two Amendments

Safety of Farm Tax Relief General Survey of Services and Meet

The gift list, which started with a drawing in the Donkey and Elephant Symbols by Tom Nast, included several items such as books, tools, and equipment. The list was published in the Farm Bureau to Make War Upon Two Amendments as a way to promote the safety of farm tax relief. The survey of services and meet was an opportunity for the Farm Bureau to discuss the importance of safety and security in rural areas.

Index and Notes

The index and notes section provided guidance and helpful information for the reader. It included a list of key terms, abbreviations, and symbols used throughout the text. The section also offered additional resources and references for further reading and understanding of the topics discussed.
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Michigan Farm News

The Michigan Farm News is a weekly newspaper that provides news and information relevant to agriculture and rural life in Michigan. Below is a sample of the content from a page of the newspaper:

"Swedish: The Middle Way"

We have been reading Swedish: The Middle Way, a book on Scandinavian agriculture and rural life, written by a former Swedish farmer. The book describes the traditional farming practices and the transition to modern agriculture in Sweden.

"Another Centennial Year"

This article discusses the centennial year of the Michigan Farm Bureau, highlighting its history and contributions to the agricultural community.

"Lake Fish Best in Mid-Clear Weather"

When the water's muddy, there's no use going fishing, but when it's clear and the water's calm, it's the best time to go. This article provides tips on how to catch fish in clear water conditions.

"I'd Like to Buy a Telephone Call"

When you call a telephone number on the other side of town you are making an important purchase. You say in effect, "Give me the name of the call you wish to make, along with all the other equipment needed in the central office."

"Classified Ads"

The Classified Ads section contains various listings for sale, such as livestock, farm equipment, and other items.

"Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

Michigan Bell is a major telephone company in Michigan. The advertisement promotes their telephone service and features.

"FARM NEWS"

This section includes various advertisements for farm-related products and services, such as herd books, farm equipment, and agricultural supplies.

"Why He Smiled"

This article discusses the reasons why a man smiled, possibly due to a humorous or optimistic outlook on life, and how it can impact one's overall well-being.

"Inlow Needn't Brag About Oats"

Inlow is an individual who has no need to brag about their oats. They have earned the reputation through hard work and dedication, and their oats are known for their quality and taste.

"Iowa City News"

This section includes various news articles and features from Iowa City, covering local events, news, and social issues.

"RESUME WORK ON LOOKING GLASS"

Drainage Project is Resumed Upon Recommendation of Group

The resumption of the drainage project on the Looking Glass River is discussed, highlighting the collaborative efforts and the importance of such projects for the local community.

"Michigan Farmer"

This section includes various articles and features related to farming, agriculture, and rural life in Michigan, providing insights and updates on the latest trends and developments in the field.
KILL WEEDS
By Complete Penetration
with
ATACIDE

The liquid weed killer that makes weed work where you want it to work.

Weeds can be killed in the following:
1. Patios, paths, walks
2. Around trees and shrubs
3. Along borders and edges
4. Grass areas
5. In driveways
6. In interstices of concrete
7. In cracks and spaces between pavers
8. In crevices

No messy spraying, or digging, or digging with a hoe. It's one application.

Satisfaction guaranteed—just one application will remove weeds from grass areas, cracks, and other undesirable places. In the future, too.

Buy from FARM BUREAU SERVICES, Inc., Lansing, Michigan

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, Inc.
223 N. Cedar St., Lansing

Michigan State Government

The best bill of credits this year was the one they passed in the Senate. It was called the "Bill of Rights," and it was passed without a single dissenting vote.
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STATE REVENUES

TOP 192 MILLIONS

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC., Lansing, Michigan

STATE REVENUES

TOP 192 MILLIONS FOR LAST YEAR

OF THIS SUM LARGE SHARING ARE RESERVED FOR LOCAL PURPOSES

According to the budget estimates of the Michigan Department of revenue for the year ending June 30, 1936, the state will receive approximately $192 million in state revenues. This amount includes all taxes, licenses, fees, and other receipts from sources within the state. The funds will be used for various purposes, including education, health, welfare, and infrastructure.

FARM BUREAU KILL-FLY for

Fly Sprays

Guarantees Live Stock Comfort

Kills Flies

SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN

Guarantees Live Stock Comfort

We are pleased at this time to inform you of the latest developments in the field of livestock fly control. Our spray, FARM BUREAU KILL-FLY, has been designed specifically for the needs of Michigan farmers. It is scientifically formulated to provide maximum protection against the nuisance of flies, which can cause serious health problems for your animals.

We are confident that FARM BUREAU KILL-FLY will meet your expectations. It is easy to apply and effective in controlling flies, ensuring the well-being of your livestock. Order now and enjoy the peace of mind that comes with knowing your animals are protected.

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC., Lansing, Michigan

BUY FROM YOUR FARM BUREAU DEALER

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, Inc.
223 N. Cedar St.
Lansing, Michigan

Michigan's alfalfa acreage is still far from the peak that was reached just a few years ago. Many of the state's finest institutions are now faced with the task of adapting seed available, which for the past few years has been quite limited.

The problem of how to increase the yield of alfalfa is one that many farmers are currently grappling with. New methods of cultivation, such as the use of suitable varieties and proper management practices, are being explored to improve yields. The state is working closely with the federal government to develop and promote new and more effective techniques in the field of alfalfa production.

LEWIS CASS ONE OF STATE'S MOST DISTINGUISHED MEN

In the history of Michigan, Lewis Cass was a statesman of note. As a member of the House of Representatives, Cass played a significant role in the negotiations that led to the annexation of Oregon and the acquisition of the Louisiana Purchase.

Lewis Cass's influence extended beyond his political career. As a diplomat, he served in various capacities, including as American minister to France, Russia, and Prussia. Cass's contributions to the growth and development of the United States were significant, and he is remembered as one of the nation's most accomplished and influential figures.
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BAD LOAN TAKES 10 YEARS' INCOME ON 5 GOOD ONES

Federal Land Bank Explains What Happens When

St. Paul, Minn.—To 30 years the federal land bank pays $9334 out of a total of $7871. The land bank pays interest on any loan, and the interest accumulates until the loan is paid off. The land bank also pays off the principal of the loan at the end of 30 years. The federal land bank is a federal agency that provides credit to farmers to purchase land.

The bank can never get more than the principal and interest that it pays out over a period of time. If the borrower fails to pay off the loan, the land bank will have to foreclose on the property to recover the principal and interest. This can lead to a situation where the farmer is unable to repay the loan.

SAFETY IN AUTOS BEING NEGLECTED FOR SALES TALK

Stress on Style, Design and Gadgets to Boost Sales

The maintenance of automobile safety is being stressed in new and imaginative ways. One manufacturer, for example, has introduced a new line of cars that are equipped with air bags and seat belts. Another manufacturer has introduced a car that is designed to be driven by the blind. This car has special features that allow the driver to operate it safely, even in the dark.

Days of High Adventure

Early Batters in Iron County

Mrs. Chan, Brenda of Lower Pine Farm, married a member of the 1930s Iron County baseball team. Each year the team would play a series of games against other local teams. The games were often held in rural areas and would attract a large crowd.

Comparing Electric, Kerneu

Gas and Hot Water

Electric, kerneu and gas are used for many of the same purposes, such as heating and cooking. However, kerneu is a less expensive source of energy compared to electricity and gas. Kerneu is also a cleaner source of energy, as it produces fewer pollutants than electricity and gas.

FARM CO-OPS ARE WORTHING

Co-ops are marketing and purchasing associations that help farmers by buying and selling agricultural products. They also provide services such as credit, insurance, and information. Co-ops are owned and operated by farmers, and they work to improve the economic situation of farmers.

Building Your Business!

The Farm Organization That—

• Secured relief from the 3 per cent sales tax on farm supplies.
• Secured State policy of paying up to $650 a year for all high school students, thus assisting every rural school district.
• Won the fight for removal of tax on farm property for townships.
• (Compare your highway tax statements since 1932.)
• Stashed $12 a ton off the price of fertilizer years ago and introduced open formula feeds, and alfalfa and clover seeds of northern origin, high purity and germination.
• Won the zone freight case of 1923-24 which saved farmers of Michigan a half million dollars annually.
• Caused the equalization of farm property to be corrected so as to compare with urban property.

Today Is Working For

Rural electrification that will extend rural lines without competition to the customers, and make available electrical equipment at reasonable prices and easy terms.

Farm to market roads that will bring farmers off the main highways “out of the mud” through the use of federal money allocated for the relief of the unemployed.

A more just portion for farmers of the Nation’s annual income and a more equitable price for farm produce.

The PASTURE CONDITION, AUGUST 1936

Price of live stock and all the times the standard range have been kept constant. This is because of the amount of animal feed available. But the price of live stock and all the times the standard range have been kept constant. This is because of the amount of animal feed available.

The Washington Post has had a long history of covering farm issues. The Post has been a leader in promoting fair treatment for farmers and has been a voice for the farmers’ rights. The Post has also been a leader in promoting fair treatment for farmers and has been a voice for the farmers’ rights.
Co-op Tractor Has What You Want

POWER
Co-op Tractor's Chrysler Six Industrial motor unit is built to develop maximum power at the drawbar and for the belt, with very low fuel and oil consumption.

ECONOMY
Our experience has proved that a high compression motor with a variable speed governor insure even, flexible performance, with economy of gasoline and oil.

EASILY CONVERTED:
From regular tread to cultivator type. Converts to 24 different widths of tread easily by special leg arrangement. And always enclosed, never projects beyond outside of wheel.

NO EFFORT HAS BEEN SPARED to make the Co-op tractor the best that modern engineering can produce. Generally, sales and bearings are of the latest design and have advanced features of safety to insure long life under severe duty. The tractor operates smoothly and quietly.

THE CO-OP TRACTOR COMES EQUIPPED with self-starter, generator and battery as regular equipment. The operator will not have the disagreeable job of cranking by hand. The tractor can take the place of a farm truck since it is well adapted in highway way.

THE TRACTOR IS EASILY CONVERTED from a wide front axle to a row crop type for use in the field. Because of the ingenious design of the rear wheels, their tread width can be increased over 20 inches between minimum and maximum without leaving a projecting split axle when working in the narrow tread widths.

EASY STEERING IS ACCOMPLISHED by fully enclosed truck type steering gear. The steering wheel is of composite type with a steel core for strength. The operation of the Co-op tractor resembles that of a truck or an automobile, with the left pedal controlling the clutch and the right pedal operating the rear wheel brakes.

FALL GRAINS AND FERTILIZERS
Germ Bureau Fertilizer and Seed are good partners.

EVERY BUSHEL OF GRAIN grown in North America will be wanted this year, says the Michigan Elevator Exchange. This is a more opportune time than ever to renew CERTIFIED wheat and rye. They out-yield ordinary seed and produce top quality grain. Look ahead to 1957! Farm Bureau Fertilizers guarantee more pounds of water soluble nitrogen plant food than you can buy elsewhere—95% water soluble! Our super-phosphate and potash are from the best sources of these plant foods. These qualities make your fertilizer dollar go more crops. Ask your Farm Bureau dealer for Farm Bureau Fertilizers and:

MINKMILLER FORMULAS
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